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Project Overview:

Objectives Realized:

Initiated against a backdrop of rising
xenophobia in Europe, the SayNOphobia
project emerged as a beacon of hope. It aimed
at countering hatred and fostering a culture of
acceptance and understanding among high
school students, the torchbearers of our
future. Recognizing the critical need for
empathy and tolerance in our increasingly
diverse societies, we embarked on this journey
to equip the young minds with the necessary
soft skills, transforming them into global
citizens with a deep appreciation for cultural
diversity and universal values.

Our project, through innovative educational methods like forum theatres and microlearning, has
significantly impacted the mindset of 14-18-year-olds. We've witnessed a paradigm shift – from passive
observation to active participation in cultural diversity and anti-xenophobia initiatives. The project's
success lies in its ability to enhance communication, foster international cultural awareness, and embrace
the rich tapestry of human differences.

https://saynophobia.edukopro.com/
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IWe are delighted to invite you to the
culminating event of our transformative journey,
the SayNOphobia Project's Final Conference,
scheduled to take place in the historically rich
and culturally vibrant city of Konya, Turkey. This
event marks not only the conclusion of our
project but also celebrates the milestones we
have achieved in nurturing empathy,
understanding, and acceptance among the
youth of Europe.



Read More On https://saynophobia.edukopro.com
/

SayNOphobia's impact resonates beyond the
classrooms and theatre stages; it signifies aprofound change in attitudes and perceptions. Ourstudents, having walked in the shoes of othersthrough forum theatre and microlearning
experiences, have emerged as empathetic, informed,and proactive members of society. They stand readyto challenge biases, resolve conflicts, and fostera culture of acceptance and cooperation.
As we approach the Final Conference, we not onlylook back at our journey with pride but alsoforward, with a resolve to keep the spirit ofSayNOphobia alive in our communities and beyond.

Outcomes & Impact:

Kick-off in Poland & Best Practices

Collection: We laid our project's f
oundation

in Poland, where we aligned our goa
ls and

strategies. The collection and anal
ysis of

best practices set the stage for an
 informed

and impactful journey ahead.
Training and Development in Sarajev

o &

Romania: Our meticulously designed 
training

content and forum theatre sessions 
have

empowered teachers and students ali
ke,

providing them with the tools to co
mbat

xenophobia creatively and effective
ly.

E-Learning Platform & Forum Theatre

Performances: The development of an
 e-learning

platform and the execution of forum
 theatres

have brought our objectives to life
, enabling

students to express and navigate th
eir

emotions and opinions regarding cul
tural

diversity and tolerance.
Creation of the Guidebook: A testam

ent to our

collective effort and learning, the
 guidebook

encapsulates the essence of SayNOph
obia,

serving as a resource and inspirati
on for

future initiatives.

Milestones Achieved:


